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Absolute measurements of fast neutrons using yttrium
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National Institute of Education, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, 637616
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Yttrium is presented as an absolute neutron detector for pulsed neutron sources. It has high
sensitivity for detecting fast neutrons. Yttrium has the property of generating a monoenergetic
secondary radiation in the form of a 909 keV gamma-ray caused by inelastic neutron interaction. It
was calibrated numerically using MCNPX and does not need periodic recalibration. The total yttrium
efficiency for detecting 2.45 MeV neutrons was determined to be fn�4.1�10−4 with an uncertainty
of about 0.27%. The yttrium detector was employed in the NX2 plasma focus experiments and
showed the neutron yield of the order of 108 neutrons per discharge. © 2010 American Institute of
Physics. �doi:10.1063/1.3478020�

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of neutron flux are essential in many
present-day nuclear technologies. Neutron source devices are
typically either pulsed or continuous sources. Among the
pulsed neutron sources are devices such as the plasma focus,
Z pinch, inertial confinement fusion, and neutron spallation
sources �for characterization of materials using neutron dif-
fraction�. Continuous sources of neutrons include devices
which use magnetic confinement fusion, commercial nuclear
fission power reactors, and neutron generators for use in well
logging, oil, and gas exploration.

Activation detectors employ some form of nuclear reac-
tion induced by neutrons to make a chemical element tem-
porarily radioactive. The radioactive decay results in the
emission of secondary radiation, usually beta-particle or
gamma-ray, with a characteristic and well-known half-life.
The number of detected secondary radiations is proportional
to the fluence of the incoming neutrons. One of the key ad-
vantages of activation detectors over other forms of neutron
detectors is the time-delay between the arrival of the neutron
and the detection of secondary radiation. This time-delay en-
ables extraneous influences, particularly electromagnetic
noise and prompt gamma-rays emitted by surrounding mate-
rials, to be eliminated.

Secondary radiation, threshold drift, stability, number of
half-lives, and toxicity are among the important parameters
for materials to be employed for neutron detection. For pur-
pose of comparison, Table I presents the most relevant char-
acteristics associated with the activation of each of elements
that are commonly employed in neutron activation detectors.
The neutron interaction with silver,1 rhodium,2 indium,3 or
beryllium4 activation detectors produces beta particle. The
threshold problem associated with continuous-energy sec-
ondary radiations �e.g., beta particles� where there is the un-
avoidable problem of determining what fraction of events
fall below the detection threshold can be eliminated by using
the fixed energy gamma-rays, which is the case in arsenic
activation detector. Drift in electronic gain and the character-

istics of the detector cause the effective threshold level of
detection to drift with time, thereby making periodic recali-
bration of the detector necessary.

The use of yttrium target,5–7 which responds only to in-
coming particles with an energy level greater than 1 MeV,
provides for a more accurate neutron detector that is intrin-
sically immune to such threshold drift. The yttrium detector
is completely insensitive to low energy neutrons, whereas
detectors which use targets such as indium, rhodium, and
silver are very sensitive to low energy neutrons. Hence yt-
trium activation is advantageous in situations where it is de-
sired to measure neutrons from deuterium-deuterium �D–D�
fusion reactions on the order of 2.45 MeV without interfer-
ence from lower energy neutrons scattered by surrounding
materials. Compared with other candidate target materials,
yttrium �in metallic or ceramic form� is stable and nontoxic
�unlike beryllium or arsenic8�, and the de-excitation of
yttrium is characterized by a single half-life �unlike for silver
or indium�.

For the detector to unambiguously measure the absolute
neutron flux, it is very important that the secondary detected
radiation be monoenergetic, a condition which is satisfied for
yttrium and arsenic, but is not satisfied for alternative mate-
rials such as silver, rhodium, indium, or beryllium. Although
it also emits a monoenergetic gamma-ray, arsenic is less de-
sirable as a fast neutron target material because of its high
toxicity. Also the metastable state, 75mAs, has a half-life of
only 17.6 ms, which necessitates a very short delay �of a few
milliseconds� between the neutron pulse and the detection of
the emitted gamma-rays. In many cases this short �millisec-
ond� delay is not sufficient to discriminate against electronic
noise and gamma-rays from surrounding materials associated
with the neutron pulse. Also the emitted gamma-rays, of en-
ergy 279 keV are closer in energy to the majority of back-
ground gamma-rays, making them more difficult to distin-
guish from background than the higher energy 909 keV
gamma-rays from 89mY.

In the present work, the detection mechanism of fast
neutrons with yttrium, numerical calibration procedure, de-
tector sensitivity, and background spectra are discussed. Fur-
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thermore, the yttrium detector is used in the experimental
conditions for neutron detection from plasma focus device.9

Most of the detectors used for plasma focus neutron mea-
surements have some sort of difficulties such as sensitivity to
the electromagnetic noises, to the thermal neutrons, and etc.
Yttrium can be used reliably as a fast neutron detector in
plasma focus �and other pulsed plasma sources�, which
avoids this kind of problems.

II. DETECTION OF FAST NEUTRONS USING YTTRIUM

A beam of fast neutrons with threshold energy of about 1
MeV activates yttrium to 89mY with a half-life of 15.7 s
�inelastic interaction�. The metastable yttrium emits 909 keV
gamma-ray and de-excites to the ground state. A bismuth
germanate �BGO� scintillation detector coupled to a photo-
multiplier is placed in contact with the yttrium. Some of the
909 keV gamma-rays interact with BGO and contribute to
the photopeak in the gamma-ray spectrum. The area under
the photopeak is proportional to the number of neutrons ac-
tivating yttrium. The yttrium cross-section for neutron acti-
vation through 89Y�n ,n��89mY is shown in Fig. 1 as a func-
tion of neutron energy.10 It is seen that inelastic cross-section
�relevant to our yttrium detector� is significant for D–D neu-
trons with the energy of 2.45 MeV. Elastic scattering is more
probable than inelastic in particular for lower neutron ener-
gies. At energies above 3 MeV the inelastic cross-section
decreases. Yttrium has high sensitivity for detecting fast neu-

trons, due to a relatively large reaction cross-section, and the
large penetration depth of 909 keV gamma-rays which en-
able a thick layer �about 20 mm� of yttrium metal to be used.

The key advantage of yttrium detector is that it can pro-
vide an absolute neutron yield using the known cross-
sections, no external calibration required, since the number
of counts in the photopeak is determined.

III. USING MCNPX FOR CALIBRATION OF YTTRIUM
AS A NEUTRON DETECTOR

The efficiency of yttrium for detecting fast neutrons is
obtained through numerical simulations using MCNPX.11

The MCNPX simulations are split into two parts:

�1� The first part simulates the inelastic neutrons interac-
tions throughout the yttrium cylinder to produce a spa-
tial distribution of excited metastable 89mY.

�2� The second part simulates the isotropic emission of
909 keV gamma-rays in accordance with this spatial dis-
tribution of inelastic neutron interactions, and deter-
mines the fraction of photoelectrons detected by the
BGO cylinder.

A. Neutron-activation detector

The simulation for calibration of the yttrium as a fast
neutron detector is performed, first, by defining the geom-

TABLE I. Comparison of the characteristics of the activation materials including the type of secondary radia-
tion, sensitivity to fast neutrons, threshold energy, and number of half-lives.

Silver Rhodium Indium Beryllium Arsenic Yttrium

Single half-life No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Secondary radiation Beta Beta Beta Beta Gamma Gamma
Mono-energetic No No No No Yes Yes
Fast neutron sensitivity No No No Yes Yes Yes
Threshold neutron energy ¯ ¯ ¯ �1 MeV 300 keV �1 MeV
Toxic No No No Very Very No

Half-life
24 s

144 s
42.3 s

2.18 s
14.1 s

54.15 min
0.807 s 0.018 s 15.7 s
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Inelastic cross-section of
2.45 MeV neutrons with yttrium as well as total inelas-
tic cross-section for D–D neutrons.
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etry. In order to apply the real conditions of the plasma focus
device, the NX2 geometry12 was used in the simulation. This
simulation included the copper anode at the center sur-
rounded by eight cathode rods. The plasma focus chamber is
stainless steel cylinder �1 mm thick� with yttrium on the top
and BGO scintillation detector above that. The neutron
source is located above the central electrode �anode�. The
VISUAL EDITOR �VISED�, which is a graphical interface for
MCNPX, was used to create the input file. The geometry of
NX2 plasma focus along with yttrium and BGO for the
MCNPX simulation is shown in Fig. 2.

MCNPX simulation shows that a small fraction of the
neutrons �0.5%� which produce 89mY excited nuclei are due
to neutrons which have been scattered �usually elastically� in

surrounding materials, such as the copper anode or steel
vacuum chamber. But the large majority of neutrons produc-
ing 89mY arrive directly from the source. Therefore, to in-
crease computational efficiency, most simulations were run
with neutrons only being emitted from the source within a
forwardly directed cone of angle tan−1�51 mm /130 mm�
=22.6°. Within this cone the particles �neutrons� are emitted
isotropically. To unbias the simulation, the weight of each
source particle is reduced to the fraction of the whole �4��
solid angle represented by this cone: W=1 /2�1−cos 22.6°�
=0.038. This procedure represents the geometry of splitting
method of variance reduction. Neutrons entering the yttrium
cylinder are also “forced” to make at least one collision
�forced collisions card�. This is the second main method of
variance reduction employed. Neutrons with the energy of
less than 900 keV are eliminated because the first metastable
level has the energy of 909 keV.

The yttrium efficiency of detecting neutrons can be ob-
tained by considering the inelastic scattering of neutrons.
None of the MCNPX tallies �output files� provide in detail
the required information for inelastic scattering; therefore
“PTRAC CARD” is used, which outputs details of the par-
ticle tracks to a file. The particle track �PTRAC� output file is
characterized in order to obtain more accurate and useful
histories. Only those events that occur in yttrium are written
in PTRAC file and the other events are filtered. The location
of particle with related cell and material numbers, direction
cosine, energy, weight, and time will appear in the PTRAC
output file. Since the PTRAC output file contains a huge
amount of numbers, some of which are useful, a program
written in VISUAL BASIC reads through the PTRAC output
file, finding the inelastic scattering events of neutrons with
89Y nuclei. The output of this program consists of the loca-
tion of scattered neutron along with the weight and energy.

Typical MCNPX simulations were performed with
2�106 source particles �number of source particles card�
and the accumulated statistical weight for particles producing
89mY nuclei was 1061.73, where the uncertainty of 0.27% is
determined from repeated simulations with different seed
values. As a result, the total yttrium efficiency for detecting
2.45 MeV neutrons was determined to be fn�4.1�10−4.
Table II shows the energy levels of the neutron-activated
yttrium with D–D neutron energy of 2.45 MeV. These neu-
trons excite only the first four levels.

The neutron fluence in the yttrium cylinder along the
thickness �z-distribution� and the radius �r-distribution�,
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Schematic diagram of the NX2 plasma focus and
yttrium detector for simulation geometry

TABLE II. Excitation states of 89Y, ground state, half-life, and branching ratio for 2.45 MeV neutrons.

Elevel

�keV� J� T1/2

E�

�keV� I� Final level

0.0 1/2� Stable

908.97 9 /2+
15.663 s

908.960 100 1/2�
% IT=100

1507.41 3/2� 23.9 fs 1507.42 100 1/2�

1744.74 5/2� 0.64 ps 1744.7 100 1/2�

2222.43 5 /2+ 0.97 ps
715.2 46.0 3/2�

1313.2 100 9 /2+
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which are referred to as z and r neutron weight, was obtained
with a further MCNPX simulation. The cumulative neutron
weight decreases with yttrium thickness due to the neutron
attenuation as indicated in Fig. 3 �top�. A higher neutron
weight is obtained for a slab closer to the neutron source. A
thicker slab also results in the higher probability for the neu-
tron to interact within the slab. However, this increases the
neutron and gamma-ray attenuation. The neutron weight in-
creases with the area of the yttrium slab as it is shown in Fig.
3 �bottom� because more geometrical cross section of the
yttrium is exposed to the neutron source.

B. Gamma ray-scintillation detector

The gamma-rays with the energy of 909 keV generated
in the yttrium slab are detected by a BGO scintillation detec-
tor coupled to a photomultiplier. The BGO crystal is 76 mm
in diameter and 25.4 mm thick with a 0.5 mm thick alumi-
num housing, and its density is 7.13 g /cm3. The efficiency
of BGO detector is obtained with similar geometry to the
yttrium activation by neutron in the previous simulation. The
BGO detector has been placed in contact with the thick
yttrium disk, which is considered as a cylindrical gamma
source. The pulse height tally, F8, provides the energy dis-
tribution of pulses created in a cell �BGO� that models a
physical detector. The F8 energy bins correspond to the total
energy deposited in the detector in the specified channels by
each gamma-ray. Gaussian energy broadening is applied to
the pulse height tally �F8� in order to simulate the realistic
response of the BGO scintillation detector with its experi-
mentally measured energy resolution.

Figure 4 shows the simulated spectrum from 909 keV
gamma-rays in the BGO detector. The first peak in the figure
is low energy x-ray due to isometric transition �IT� gamma.
Next, there is a Compton continuum containing a backscatter
peak at 200 keV and Compton edge at 709 keV. The photo-
peak in this spectrum represents the 909 keV gamma-rays
which undergo photoelectric absorption in the scintillator
crystal.

Based on this simulation the detection efficiency of BGO
detector for 909 keV gamma-rays produced in the yttrium

detector is obtained to be f��8.9�10−2. The relative error R
was estimated to be 0.18%.

Therefore the neutron and gamma-ray simulations result
in a detection efficiency of

� = fn � f� = 3.6 � 10−5 �1�

for yttrium as a neutron detector with an uncertainty of about
0.32%.

Gamma-rays produced in the yttrium, due to the neutron
interaction, are attenuated in the yttrium slab. The attenua-
tion coefficient depends on the gamma-ray energy and the
atomic number and density of the target. Simulation for 909
keV gamma-rays passing through the different thicknesses of
yttrium slabs results in the attenuation coefficient of gamma-
rays within the detector to be 0.2646 cm−1. The half-
thickness of yttrium for 909 keV gamma-rays is 2.62 cm.

In order to estimate the optimum thickness of yttrium, a
30 mm yttrium slab is assumed to be subdivided into 5 mm
thick slices. Simulations show that if the gamma-ray source
is distributed uniformly in the first slice of yttrium closer to
the scintillation detector �the first 5 mm�, the photopeak ef-
ficiency is higher �Fig. 5�. Distributing the gamma-ray
source uniformly throughout the second slice �slice number
2�, 5–10 mm away from the scintillation detector, the photo-
peak efficiency is less than that for slice number 1, and Fig.
5 shows the trend of decreasing contributions from subse-
quent slices. Figure 5 also shows the cumulative contribu-
tions from these six slices, and it is evident that there is not
much to be gained, in terms of detection efficiency, by using
a yttrium cylinder thicker than four slices �i.e., 20 mm thick�.
Moreover the trend shown in Fig. 5 neglects neutron attenu-
ation �due to scattering� in the yttrium metal. From the pre-
viously described neutron simulation, Fig. 3 �z-distribution
of weight�, it was shown that the most of inelastic scattering
of neutrons occur in the surface of yttrium closer to the neu-
tron source which is in the opposite surface in vicinity of the
scintillation detector. From simulations: �i� neutron weight
distribution along the thickness of yttrium �neutron attenua-
tion�, �ii� gamma-ray attenuation in the yttrium slab, and �iii�
photopeak efficiency of different yttrium slices, it is con-
cluded that 2 cm is a reasonable thickness for yttrium to be
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FIG. 3. Inelastic neutron weight in z and r directions of yttrium detector.
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FIG. 4. Energy spectrum produced by MCNPX simulation of 909 keV
gamma-rays from yttrium slab �Gaussian energy broadening included�.
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used as a fast neutron detector. The values less than this lead
to the loss of some collisions, which subsequently result in
lower count of gamma-rays.

IV. DETECTOR SENSITIVITY AND BACKGROUND
SPECTRA

The sensitivity of yttrium for detecting neutrons at vari-
ous energies was obtained by several simulations in MCNPX.
The cross section for 89Y�n ,n��89mY increases with neutron
energy of up to En=3 MeV. The highest inelastic cross sec-
tion is in the neutron energy range of En=2.5–3 MeV as
shown in Fig. 1. The cross sections are for the yttrium ex-
cited states of level 1–5 which contribute in the inelastic
interaction of neutrons with yttrium.

Figure 6 shows the value of fn of yttrium for detection of
D–D fusion neutrons in the energy range of 1–3 MeV. In the
neutron energy range of En=1.5–2.2 MeV the sensitivity
remains almost constant.

The signal spectrum is obtained by properly subtracting
the background spectrum which consists of natural radioac-
tivity, cosmic rays, and the activation of all materials in the
plasma focus chamber, frame, and room such as Al, Fe, Cu,
etc. by plasma focus neutrons. The background spectrum
needs to be measured before each experiment.

The second source of background �activation of materi-
als by plasma focus neutrons� is investigated by using a me-
tallic blank with the atomic number as close as possible to
yttrium. To the right of yttrium, in the periodic table, are
zirconium �Z=40� and niobium �Z=41�. The blank itself
must not be activated by plasma focus neutrons. As Zr has a
metastable level as mentioned above, the Nb blank is more
suitable. The attenuation/absorption of gamma-rays for 10.3
mm thick niobium is almost exactly the same as 20 mm thick
yttrium disk, while the diameters of disks are the same �this
is crucial that the transmission of the material to be used as
blank have to be similar to the main object in order to obtain
properly measured background�. The Nb blank is placed on
the plasma focus top plate and the BGO above that and sev-
eral shots are fired. This procedure is important since if there
is any activation by plasma focus neutrons of different ma-
terials �excluding yttrium�, it will be estimated in the

FIG. 7. Experimental 909 keV gamma-ray energy spectrum obtained from
yttrium neutron detector. The background was measured and subtracted in
the software used for multichannel analyzer.
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gamma-ray spectrum and can be subtracted later on. There-
fore, the Nb blank is used to obtain the background due to
surrounding materials activation by plasma focus neutrons.

V. YTTRIUM NEUTRON DETECTION EFFICIENCY
AND MEASURED NEUTRON YIELDS
IN THE NX2 PLASMA FOCUS EXPERIMENTS

The yttrium as a neutron yield detector has been used in
several NX2 plasma focus experiments. The conditions in
these experiments were: deuterium at a pressure varying
from 4 to 14 mbar. The dense and hot plasma is formed on
the axis of the device and neutrons are produced from the
D–D reactions.

Neutrons are detected by yttrium and subsequently 909
keV gamma-ray is measured by a BGO scintillation detector.
The pulse height signal is obtained from a multichannel ana-
lyzer. The neutron yield is determined from a Gaussian fit to
the photopeak in MATLAB©.

The energy calibration of BGO scintillation detector,
for detecting 909 keV gamma-rays from yttrium, was per-
formed utilizing different 1 �Ci gamma sources: 22Na
�E�=511 keV, T1/2=2.6 years�, 54Mn �E�=835 keV, T1/2
=313 days� and 109Cd �E�=88 keV, T1/2=462 days�.

Figure 7 shows the gross gamma-ray spectrum, back-
ground spectrum, and the background-subtracted spectrum
from yttrium activation by NX2 plasma focus neutrons.

The net number of gamma-ray count in the photopeak is
about 6.65�103. Considering the efficiency of yttrium for
neutron detection, the neutron yield produced in this particu-
lar discharge was 2�108. Figure 8 shows the neutron yield
at different pressures of NX2 plasma focus operated at 12 kV
discharge voltage and deuterium as filling gas.13 Error bars
are the standard error over five shots for each pressure. Neu-
tron yield increases with pressure as the temperature in the

plasma column increases; however there is a current satura-
tion level after which the neutron production decreases.14

VI. CONCLUSIONS

Yttrium was introduced as an absolute fast neutron de-
tector. The neutron detection efficiency of the detector was
obtained with MCNPX code. Yttrium detector is highly sensi-
tive to 2.45 MeV D–D fusion neutrons. Yttrium was used for
neutron detection in NX2 plasma focus and the neutron yield
was obtained to be of the order of 108 per shot.
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